SYNOPSIS. The outstanding recent advances in the analysis of differentiation are in concept and method. In this paper examples are provided to demonstrate that formulation of the problem of differentiation in terms of biosynthesis and its control poses questions in new and more manageable ways. As examples, reference will be made to:
At the time that I chose my title, I did not realize how apt it would prove to be. My colleagues who preceded me on this Symposium have so well covered what we do know about differentiation that I am left only with what we do not know. My original thought in choosing the title is best indicated by combining it with the title of the Symposium. The combination transforms "Recent Advances in the Analysis of Differentiation," into "Recent Advances in What We Do Not Know About Differentiation." This puts the emphasis on what probably is the most important point at the moment-that the outstanding recent advances in the analysis of differentiation are in concept and method. We can today formulate and attack the issues of differentiation very much more precisely and concretely. That we do not yet have many new answers would be discouraging if we were not much clearer as to the directions in which to proceed.
In this spirit, I shall talk about several areas of ignorance on which enlightenment may be expected in the near future. My objectives are twofold. First, to provide examples to demonstrate that formulation of the problem of differentiation in terms of biosynthesis and its control poses questions in new and more manageable ways. As examples, I shall refer to: (1) the question of control of the sets of specialized properties by which we define a cell type; (2) the issue of propagability of differentiated states; (3) the phenomenon of developmental bias in relation to intracellular events; and (4) the mechanisms of extrinsic control of differentiation. Discussion of the last named will lead to my second objective which is to focus particular attention on the problem of the relationship of morphogenetic to biosynthetic events.
Let me begin with a summary of our current formulation of differentiation in terms of biosynthesis, a formulation which will recapitulate the underlying rationale for several preceding papers in the Symposium. In Figure 1 there is a diagram of a conceptual "flow sheet" from the genome to the specialized materials and activity by which we recognize differentiation. The genome is depicted as a series of structural genes or synthetic sites (s l to s 7 ). The linkage of synthetic sites by dotted lines is intended to suggest that the sites are not in a fixed geometric relation but may be located anywhere in the genome. Below certain sites there are wavy lines to represent messages transcribed in the form of RNA. The messages are shown to become associated with ribosomes, and these in turn are the sites of growing polypeptide chains whose amino acid sequence is prescribed by the message. The several proteins (p 2 , P<i > PT) which are subsequently produced and released into the cytoplasm may function directly as enzymes or as structural proteins, or they may complex with other macromolecules. The relationship of the genome to the properties of the cell is thus conceived to lie in the transcription of DNA base sequence into RNA base se- quence, and in the translation of this in turn into the amino acid sequence of significant proteins of the cell. Note particularly that only certain of the genomic sites (s 2 , s 4 , s 7 ) are shown to be active. The differentiation of the cell is assumed in the diagram to be a function of the differential activity of its genome. It is important to recognize that this assumes no replicable change in the genome. Rather, the genome is thought to be controlled so as to function differentially at its several synthetic sites. This general hypothesis about the nature of differentiation has recurred frequently during the preceding discussions.
Corollary is the assumption that a differentiated state represents a set of properties prescribed by a set of structural genes. We have not been accustomed to emphasizing this quite so sharply in the past. We have spoken of a liver cell, a muscle cell, a cartilage cell, or a nerve cell as though each were integral. As a matter of fact, there has been strong emphasis on so-called exclusivity of differentiated states. Liverness or muscleness has been thought of as a property of a differentiated cell. Increasingly, however, we are aware that each cell type is characterized by a number of properties and by more than one biosynthetic pathway. If our diagram depicts a liver cell, for example, it is characterized by the occurrence of three syntheses and the non-occurrence of four others. In this sense the differentiated cell is compositeit is recognized by a set of properties. This raises a new question. Is the set of syntheses characteristic of a particular cell type irrevocably interrelated or is the set "fragmentable" allowing certain properties to appear independently of others? The question has been discussed in relation to two different sorts of recent observations. The first is the demonstration of the same biosynthesis in two otherwise different cell types. Collagen synthesis, for example, probably goes on both in ordinary connective tissue fibroblasts and in cartilage. Though these are recognizably different cell types by other criteria, both appear to have an active structural gene specifying the amino acid sequence of collagen. Both also produce certain acid mucopolysaccharides-but cartilage produces them (particularly chondroitin sulfate) in such abundance as to form its characteristic matrix. The important point is that fibroblast and cartilage cells possess some properties which are ,,alike and others which are different. The set of properties is peculiar to type; individual properties may be common to two types. Secondly, in cultured cells it sometimes occurs that certain syntheses of a characteristic set persist whereas others are lost. Cultured fibroblasts carried for many generations without obvious synthesis of collagen can upon proper environmental manipulation begin again to produce collagen fibers. Strains of cells differ in their capacity to do this. The relevant point is that the occurrence of collagen synthesis in some strains is not correlated with other properties that would make it possible to identify these cells either as typical fibroblasts or as typical cartilage cells. An individual biosynthetic property is exhibited outside of the characteristic set. Instances of this kind afford opportunity to ask about the controls which integrate the properties into sets. Moreover, they caution against identifying a cell type on the basis of the occurrence of one differentiated property.
Failure to observe the latter warning has contributed to the long-time controversy and confusion in the tissue culture literature about the replicability of a differentiated type through successive cell generations. From the preceding discussion, it is clear that we must recognize that the transmissibility of individual properties is a different question from the transmissibility of the entire set. We cannot, from the demonstration of a single property, infer the persistence of the cell type. Moreover, we should not be surprised, given our hypothesis, to find that cells carried in culture for long periods still possess the necessary structural genes for particular biosyntheses. Since the capacity for a given biosynthesis rests upon the presence of a particular portion of the genome, and all portions of the genome normally are replicated at each cell division without addition or loss, it is to be expected that cells with a normal genome should be able once again to perform a given biosynthesis. The pertinent question is not the presence of the gene but its state of activation-whether the mechanism for the activation and function of a given structural gene is replicable and transmissible from generation to generation. The issue is not whether the genome is replicated but whether the transcriptive control is persistent through successive divisions of the cell.
Beyond this, it remains still unsettled whether the existence of a differentiated state necessarily prohibits division. Our hypothesis suggests that this might occur if the mechanisms for transcription were in some sense inversely coupled with replicative ones, an assumption which too often is too casually made. In recent years information has been assembling which suggests that the relationship may not be so simple-that there may in fact be close and necessary positive correlation between the time of replication and the onset of differentiation. We must ask whether new transcription may not only not be inhibited, but may actually depend upon an immediately preceding replication. May it be that a genome which is functioning in a particular way cannot be switched to a new kind of function without first replicating? May it be that the replication process erases earlier applied biases for particular functions?
Asking this forces attention to the nature of developmental bias and its intracellular mechanisms. We have known for a long time that one of the characteristics of a developmental process is its gradual stabilization and increasing fixation as development proceeds. At the level of cells this has been referred to as determination of cell type and it frequently has been assumed to be irreversible. Because it is not certain that irreversibility is essential, some prefer the word "bias" to the word "determination." Whatever the word used, the important question is what is going on within cells as they gradually alter in their developmental behavior.
There is no doubt that the alteration includes modified probability of development in alternative directions. Our diagram suggests a number of possibilities as to how this may occur, and each of these possibilities constitutes a new question to be approached experimentally. For example, if there is a considerable time lag before newly-produced messages (m 2 , m 4 , m 7 ) become associated with ribosomes to direct new protein synthesis, the period between message production and message translation would be a period of bias. In this connection, the demonstration of relatively long-lived messengers in the cells of higher organisms has been of much interest. Were it to be the case that messages are not only relatively stable but can replicate (and there is now good evidence in micro-organisms that RNA is capable of replication under certain circumstances), a mechanism would be provided both for amplification of the genomic message and for stability of instruction over successive generations of cells. Alternatively, there is the intriguing question whether ribosomes, once exposed to messages, are altered in their messagereading possibilities. Clearly, if ribosomes were themselves permanently biased for preferred syntheses, the cells of which they are components would be biased. On yet another tack, one can conceive feedback mechanisms from product proteins upon the initiating genome that would confer a dynamic stability of type on differentiating cells. Clearly, studies of the information outflow from genome to proteins in differentiating cells may be expected to shed light on the phenomenon of cellular bias.
Finally, I would note-in connection with a subject which has been a focus of interest for me for many years-that we still remain ignorant about the role of embryonic inducers in establishing differentiative bias.
In our diagram the genome is shown as a central rather than a top level. The genome was several times referred to in earlier papers as a fundamental or ultimate determiner of development. I find it necessary to quarrel a little with this view. One may recall that not too long ago, the pituitary gland was referred to as the "master" gland of the endocrine system, and that more mature knowledge makes it a component-albeit an important one-in a control matrix. It does not denigrate the genome to say that we have known for a long time that it is answerable to external control. The word "ultimate," if it must be used, should not imply "autonomous," "independent," or "unable to be influenced."
Our diagram indicates the genome as responding to at least two levels of influence-"controllers" and "inducers." The distinction is necessary to highlight the legitimate and important question whether inducers (as the term is used in developmental studies) are direct operators on the genome, or act through intermediaries at the periphery or within the cell before coming to bear upon the genome. The term, "inducer," in this context designates a factor which originates outside the cell, while the term, "controller," designates a factor at the periphery or within the cell which influences a differentiative course. The diagram suggests that the inducers may play upon the controllers and the controllers in turn upon the genome. It is to be emphasized that we do not at the moment, in any instance, know whether an inducer acts upon the genome directly or indirectly. We do know, however, that the phenomenon of induction from outside the cell is a real one. I shall use the remaining time to indicate how we may be able to obtain early clarification of this remaining item of ignorance.
Let us look at the formation of the kidney, which has proven a useful subject for study of induction. The definitive kidney rudiment of the mouse is a two-component system, one component derived from the nephrogenic mesenchyme, the other from outpocketing of the Wolffian duct. The first gives rise to the glomerulus and secretory tubules, the second produces the collecting tubules and the pelvis of the kidney. The two components can be separated by treating the early rudiment with trypsin and gently dissecting them apart. Each can be cultured separately or the two can be recombined and cultured together. One finds that neither component alone is able to continue its characteristic developmental course but that on recombination both do. This indicates that some influence essential to the continued development is exerted by one component upon the other.
We must understand that there is included in the developmental course the appearance of new cell types-in the case of the tubules, epithelial cells of several specialized kinds appear. The inductive interaction between the two components leads eventually to the appearance of new differentiated cell types.
The developing kidney can be arranged so that one component is on one side of a membrane filter while the other component is on the other side. Under these conditions inductive interaction between the two occurs across the membrane. This provides opportunity for several kinds of experimental intervention. For example, one can substitute for the derivative of the Wolffian duct pieces of embryonic spinal cord, and the developing nephrogenic mesenchyme will still produce secretory tubules. The early response of the mesenchyme to the presence of spinal cord is marked by rearrangement of cells into clusters which later become secretory tubules. The first response is thus morphogenetic; new patterns of cell collectives appear before new cell types can be distinguished by characteristic morphology or function. With increasing time, these new formations become increasingly stable. For example, if the spinal cord is removed prior to 20 hours of culture, the mesenchyme fails to continue development to tubules. Subsequent to 20 hours, as the new tubules become morphologically more distinct, the spinal cord can be removed and the probability of tubule formation increases. By 30 hours, stabilization of the new tubules is sufficient to permit their continued formation in the absence of the original stimulus.
My intention is to emphasize that stabilization follows the early morphogenetic response in formation of kidney tubules, that morphogenetic events, as denned, precede the first recognizable differentiative changes within the cells. The point is seen again, and more clearly, in other systems where differentiation is measurable more critically. Dr. Yamada, in an earlier session, described the first appearance of specific immunofluorescence for lens proteins shortly after the appearance of the lens vesicle. In this instance, also, a change in shape in a cell collective precedes the first appearance of a differentiated property in its individual cells. A similar sequence occurs in the differentiating pancreas which my colleagues (Drs. William Rutter, Norman Wessells, and Frances Kallman) and I have examined during the past several years. The pancreas has certain resemblances to the kidney, particularly in that it consists of two components which come secondarily into an interactive association which is essential for the continuance of the differentiative process. An early pancreatic rudiment of an 11-day mouse embryo has an inner epithelial component and a surrounding mesenchymal component. The rudiment continues its development in culture by a series of ramifications or branchings of the epithelial component within the mesenchyme. In this process, an increasing number of cellular packages or proacini appear at the periphery of the epithelium. The process of epithelial increase and proacinus formation continues for some 48 hours, to be followed at a later time by the first indication that, cytodifferentiation is occurring within the packages. For example, if one measures amylase activity of the developing pancreas, one finds that the enzyme increases sharply beyond 48 hours and reaches a plateau at some 5 days. Again, the specialized phase comes after a period of pronounced morphogenetic activity. If one removes the mesenchyme, at various times up to 48 hours, it appears that specific synthesis within epithelial cells becomes independent of the mesenchyme at some time between 24 and 36 hours, well before the first appearance of a specific product. At first this stability is reversible. An epithelial culture which in the absence of mesenchyme will continue to form specialized product if left intact, fails to do so if it is fragmented into smaller pieces. Interestingly, individual pieces fail to continue the synthesis of product, but pieces placed together again in a mass do continue differentiation and synthesis of specialized product. This emphasizes the importance for differentiation not only of arrangement of a tissue mass but of its amount.
What is the relationship between such morphogenetic properties as mass and shape and the control of biosynthesis? It seems reasonable, a priori, that arrangement and number of cells might influence internal cellular events via cell-to-cell interactions, particularly by interaction of materials associated with the surfaces of cells. The hypothesis is reasonable, but evidence supporting it is not strong. It leads one, however, to look carefully at the surface and the surface-associated materials of cells and tissues in development. It suggests special consideration of cases where surfaceassociated materials are fairly conspicuous -for example, basement membranes, which occur nearly everywhere epithelium abuts on mesenchyme or its derivatives.
My colleague, Dr. Kallman, noticed in transfilter cultures of pancreas that fibers, which on close scrutiny with the electron microscope seemed almost certainly to be collagen, were associated with the epithelium on its side of the filter. This was a little surprising since one is accustomed to think of mesenchyme rather than of epithelium as the source of collagen. The situation recalled the formation of the basement lamella in amphibian skin where it was shown by others that orientation of collagen fibrils first occurred on the epithelial side and progressed from there toward the mesenchymal side. The question was raised whether the collagen came from the underlying dennis or whether it was produced on the epidermal side where it first appears in fibrous form.
To get information on this question we turned, for technical reasons, to the salivary gland, whose development in many respects resembles the pancreas. Without going into details which are set forth elsewhere, I shall simply say that we could introduce a tritium label into the region of collagen deposition by giving tritiated amino acid to the mesenchyme, but not by giving it to the epithelium. This is in conformity with the hypothesis that the mesenchyme synthesizes the collagen molecules, and that these travel in soluble form to the epithelial surface where they polymerize into structural fibers. The local polymerization may result from the presence of a mucopolysaccharide coating on the epithelium since material in this region can be labeled by giving the epithelium, but not the mesenchyme, tritiated glucosamine. The resulting conception, in support of earlier suggestions, is that the formation of basement membrane results from interaction of two (or more) macromolecular species produced on either side and combined in the intercellular space.
Does this have something to do with morphogenesis and its tie-in with differentiation? I am rash enough to entertain the idea on what is at best only suggestive evidence. Perhaps the most direct evidence is provided by recent experiments on the effect of enzyme treatment on salivary morphogenesis. In the presence of salivary mesenchyme, salivary epithelium undergoes dichotomous branching to form secretory acini and ducts. Dr. Kallman finds that ultrastructurally-visible collagen occurs primarily in association with morphogenetically inactive surfaces, that is, along the stalk and in the clefts between forming acini (Figure 2 ). My colleague, Julia Cohen, and I asked the question whether removal of this collagen would affect the morphogenesis. To get an answer we exposed morphogenetically active epithelium to collagenase, both continuously and for a brief interval during the morphogenetic process. By both procedures the effect was "anti-morphogenetic"-the epithelial contour was smoothed and the branching be- havior eliminated even though growth continued. The precise mechanism of the effect is not established-one cannot be certain that the collagenase is entirely specific and that only collagen is removedand we do not yet know that the altered morphogenesis has differentiative concomitants. Nonetheless, the general notion that intercellular materials at inductive interfaces are important mediators of morphogenetic and differentiative effects is rendered somewhat more concrete and attractive.
I began by saying that what we do not know about differentiation is now better defined and hence more approachable. I have tried to illustrate this with some specific examples of what seem to be newly opened doors to progress. If I have not chosen the most attractive possibilities, perhaps I have encouraged others to prospect on their own. The mysteries of differentiation will soon be dispelled, because the multiplicity of possible approaches is now so great that one talk (and one investigator) can envision and describe only a fraction of them. As a result, I feel sure, we shall soon be able to devote a whole symposium to "The new major insight on the problem of differentiation."
